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Abstract

Hydrogels represent heterogeneous systems that consist of a large amount of water
retained by a three-dimensional network. The hydrogel network is the result of assembly
through physical interactions or chemical cross-linking of polymers or small molecules.
The  applications  of  hydrogels  (water  purification,  tissue  regeneration,  therapeutic
delivery, bio-detection or bio-imaging, etc.) depend on their physicochemical proper‐
ties and structural features. Although electron microscopy and viscoelastic measure‐
ments provide general information about a gel material, the spectroscopic methods
complement these methods and also afford a deep insight into the gel structure. In this
chapter, the applications of several spectroscopic methods for characterizing polymeric
or supramolecular hydrogels are discussed. Thus, this review highlights the particular
application of vibrational spectroscopy, circular dichroism, fluorescence (these providing
information on assembly in the network), interactions that occur between network and
solvent (water),  pulsed-field gradient NMR (determination of  mesh size)  and EPR
spectroscopy (a method that can provide extensive information regarding the assembly
process, diffusion and release).

Keywords: hydrogels, IR, Raman, fluorescence, circular dichroism, PFG-NMR, EPR

1. Introduction

Gels represent a class of soft materials consisting of a ‘solid-like’ network that holds a large
volume of solvent via surface tension or capillary effect [1]. ‘Hydrogels’ refer to the case in which
the solvent retained in the frame of a gel network is water. The term hydrogel was first mentioned
in the literature at the end of the nineteenth century describing a colloidal gel of inorganic salts
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[2], but the current meaning referring to a water-swollen gel network became prevalent six
decades ago with the developing research area of polymeric hydrogels.

Hydrogels are classified using different criteria, such as the nature of the gelators, the type of
interactions that contribute to the building of the ‘solid network’ and physical properties of
the gel network (Figure 1). The gel networks result by chemical or physical cross-linking of
gelators, which can be either polymers or low molecular weight compounds able to generate
fibrillary networks [1–3]. The best-known hydrogels are those obtained by physical or chemical
assembly of natural and synthetic polymers.

Chemical hydrogels are the result of interconnection of polymer chains or molecular building
blocks through the formation of covalent bonds, which obviously are non-reversible. Once the
gel network is broken, the chemical hydrogels are unable to self-heal. The mechanical prop‐
erties of these gels usually are easier to tune by varying the reaction conditions that finely
influence the number of cross-links. Another particularity of chemical hydrogels is that their
volume changes significantly during the transition from solution to gel state [1, 4, 5].

Physical hydrogels refer mainly to self-assembly of synthetic or natural polymers, but in recent
years, there are more and more studies dedicated to designing new low molecular weight
compounds able to hydrogelate [3]. The knowledge gained after studying numerous low
molecular weight gelators (LMWG) is still not enough for predicting the ability of a new
molecule to generate gel systems through non-covalent supramolecular interactions. Fre‐
quently, the LMWGs are characterized by amphiphilicity and the capacity to generate non-
covalent interactions (π–π interactions, hydrogen-bonding and charge interactions among the
molecules, host–guest interactions) allowing the formation of a three-dimensional fibrillary
network.

Figure 1. Classification of hydrogels function of the nature of interactions building the network.
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It can be accepted that hydrogels formed through non-covalent interactions leading to
assembly either of LMWG or polymers form a large family of supramolecular hydrogels [1, 3].

Research in the gels field is closely bound with their various applications. Gels find applica‐
tions in daily life, being frequently used in cosmetics and food chemistry [3], but there are
specific or high-interest domains that correlate structural gel characteristics with applications.
Thus, whether their building blocks are biocompatible or are structural biomaterials, hydrogels
are oriented towards regenerative medicine and tissue engineering, obtaining of enzyme-
responsive hydrogels, enzyme–hydrogel hybrid materials, drug delivery and therapeutic
agents with release control, separation processes or water purification [1, 2, 6]. As smart
materials, gels may find applications in optoelectronic, responsive systems to pH, ions and
light harvesting systems [7]. Supramolecular hydrogels resulting from assembly of LMWG
can find application in catalysis generating either self-construction of the catalytic system or
by generation of new catalytic properties arising from association modes [8, 9]. Metallic
nanoparticles can be generated in situ in the chemical hydrogel matrices for further use as
catalysts [8].

2. Spectroscopic methods used in hydrogels studies

Unravelling the molecular organization inside a gel represents a complex issue and involves
a multitude of physicochemical methods. The majority of gel studies use electron microscopy
to demonstrate the existence of gel fibrils, while mechanical properties expressed by rheolog‐
ical parameters reflect the density of cross-linking, thickness of gel fibril, all of these aspects
being the result of molecular packing of gelators [10]. Hydrogels represent systems with a
dynamic nature given the interactions between building blocks, the encapsulated species and
interaction between solvent entrapped and gel fibres. Therefore, gel properties need to be
investigated through a large variety of complementary physicochemical methods. In this
chapter, the applications of several spectroscopic methods for characterizing polymeric or
supramolecular hydrogels are discussed. Figure 1 schematically represents different networks
that can be investigated by the methods discussed in this review: vibrational spectroscopy,
circular dichroism, fluorescence, pulsed-field gradient NMR and electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. Some methods can be involved in characterization of hydrogels
irrespective of the driving forces that build the network, such as vibrational spectroscopy (IR
and Raman). Circular dichroism can be relevant for assembly of LMWG, especially as pre‐
ponderantly these molecules are chiral or in the particular case of polypeptides assembled into
gel networks. Pulsed-field gradient NMR is a method applied to estimate the mesh size of the
gel network, while other methods can be used to determine diffusion coefficients of solutes in
gels or to monitor the release of encapsulated species (e.g. vibrational spectroscopy, fluores‐
cence spectroscopy). Circular dichroism can also be used to estimate the transition from sol to
gel in the case of supramolecular hydrogels following changes in ellipticity. Fluorescence and
EPR spectroscopies are suitable methods to test the environment around the sensing groups
(fluorescent and paramagnetic, respectively), and thus can be used to demonstrate the
heterogeneity of the hydrogel systems, but also provide information on the dynamics of
encapsulated species or the gel network.
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2.1. IR spectroscopy

Vibrational spectroscopy or infrared (IR) spectroscopy is a suitable method to obtain substan‐
tial information on the self-assembly process leading to formation of supramolecular gels. IR
spectroscopy deals with the infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum. The photon
energies (1–15 kcal/mol) corresponding to the IR region are not large enough to excite the
electrons but may induce vibrational excitation. The active vibrations in IR cause a change in
the dipole moment. Vibrations of bonds or a group of bonds include stretching, bending,
scissoring, rocking and twisting [11–14]. The analysis of intensities or shifts of wavenumbers
can probe involvement of specific bonds in gel network building.

Comparison of the IR spectrum in the gel state with the spectra of solution or solid states of
gelators can provide information on the interactions driving the formation of a gel network.
The formation of a supramolecular gel network involves different types of non-covalent
interactions: hydrogen bonding, van der Waals and π–π stacking. These interactions can be
identified in IR spectra by the appearance and disappearance of vibrational bands character‐
istic of associated and free groups. In many cases, the gelators have in their structure functional
groups with characteristic vibration bands (carboxy, hydroxy, amino and amide groups) that
are sensitive to formation of weak physical interactions. The hydrogen bonding involving, for
example, the carbonyl or amide groups, which often contribute to the building of hydrogel
network, is frequently hidden by the water hydrogen bonding. In such cases, the replacement
of water with deuterated water is required [13, 14].

The following examples are selected from studies reported in the literature highlighting the
applicability of IR spectroscopy in attempting to determine the assembly mode of gelators
(polymers or LMWG) in a supramolecular network. Suzuki and co-workers [13] synthesized
a lysine derivative, Nα-hexanoyl-Nζ-lauroyl-l-lysine and studied the organogelation and
hydrogelation of the gelator in combination with corresponding alkali salts (Li+, Na+ and K+).
Deconvolution of the broadbands arising in the interval 1750–1500 cm−1 (which summarize the
bands corresponding to the stretching vibration of the carboxylic acid, amide I and II and
carboxylate groups) and analysis of the CH2 stretching vibrations arising in the region 2850–
2950 cm−1 demonstrated that the gel network is the result of hydrogen-bonding interactions
between amide groups, interactions between carboxylic acid and alkyl carboxylate and
hydrophobic interactions involving CH2 groups.

Urea-based gelators represent a class of molecules suitable to be investigated by IR spectro‐
scopy due to the presence of the ureido group, which is likely to be involved in hydrogen
bonding. In general, a condition for obtaining supramolecular hydrogels resulting by assembly
of urea-based gelators is the presence of other moieties able to establish hydrophobic bonds
like π–π stacking or van der Waals interaction. The lack of a moiety able to interact through
hydrophobic forces from the structure of a potential gelator can be compensated by other
interactions. For instance, the study of Kleinsmann and co-workers [15] on the hydrogelation
capability of N-[(uracil-5-yl)methyl]urea in different buffers revealed that phosphate ions can
trigger the assembly in a gel network. IR spectra show that the characteristic N–H stretching
band shifts from 3314 to 3146 cm−1 due to strong hydrogen bonding with C=O groups during
the self-assembly, while the carbonyl stretching vibration band observed in solution at 1632
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cm−1 shifts to 1675 cm−1 due to the hydrogen-bonding interactions with the uracil N–H protons.
Moreover, the phosphate bands arising at 1070 and 982 cm−1 show intensity increase as a result
of immobilization of the phosphate ion into the supramolecular assembly.

In some cases, the formation of hydrogels through hydrogen-bonding interactions can be
demonstrated by FT-IR analyses of xerogels. This was the case of the supramolecular hydrogel
formed between 1,4-bi(phenylalanine-diglycol)-benzene (PDB) and sodium alginate (SA), a
polysaccharide composed of (1–4)-linked β-D-mannuronic acid (M) and α-L-guluronic acid
(G) residues [16]. In this hydrogel, nanofibres of PDB alternate with SA chains. The network
represents a semi-interpenetrating polymer network (semi-IPN) through hydrogen bonds,
which has been proven by analysis of the IR bands specific to carboxylate groups from SA and
the amide group from the PDB structure.

There is a large literature dedicated to polymeric hydrogels with medical applicability that
contain biocompatible polymers such as poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM) or natural
polymers such as dextran. PNIPAM has the amido group in its structure, whose vibrational
modes are sensitive to association through hydrogen bonding. Inclusion of PNIPAM polymer
in the structure of a hydrogel network can be thus demonstrated by FT-IR [17].

Dextran is a polysaccharide consisting of chains of 1–6 linked α-D-glucopyranosyl units with
1–2, 1–3 and 1–4 ramifications. The presence of hydroxyl groups allows chemical modifications
by grafting various functional groups. One of the most reported dextran derivatives refers to
introduction of methacrylic groups, which further can be involved in realisation of gel
networks that have been tested in drug delivery experiments. These systems are pH sensitive,
and changes in IR spectra corresponding to vibration motion associated with the bonds formed
between dextran groups and other reactive groups can be used to monitor synthesis or
degradation of dextran-based hydrogels [18–20]. In recent years, there has been an increasing
interest in studying self-healing polymer hydrogels. These hydrogels are characterized by their
ability to autonomously repair themselves without external stimuli utilising a multitude of co-
operative non-covalent interactions such as hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic interactions and
host–guest interactions [21, 22]. IR spectroscopy shows that both hydrogen-bonding and
hydrophobic interactions make significant contributions to obtaining self-healing materials
[23–26].

IR investigations on hydrogels usually demonstrate the interactions involving gelator mole‐
cules in building the ‘solid network’. The non-homogeneous character of a hydrogel system is
not only given by the presence of two phases—the network and the solvent—but also by the
different water organization in the proximity of the fibres and in the solvent pools. Okazaki
and Satoh [27] have shown that FT-IR measurements can probe the hydration and water
properties in a hydrogel formed by cross-linking of poly(4-vinyl phenol) with different
amounts of ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether. The O–H stretching band around 3300 cm−1 was
deconvoluted into four sub-bands. On the basis of the relative band area and the peak
wavenumber, it was suggested that hydrogen bonding of water in the gel is the most stabilized
when the acidic proton of the phenol residue is not involved in chemical cross-linking. The
authors also studied the influence of salts in hydrophobic hydration of the polymer.
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Hydrogels can incorporate inorganic materials (e.g. graphene or graphene oxide (GO), oxidic
and metallic nanoparticles) resulting in hybrid materials with improved properties and
potential applications in biomedical fields. IR spectroscopy can be a method for the investi‐
gation of these hybrid materials. In a systematic study on the poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)/
graphene oxide composite hydrogels, Xue and co-workers [28] noticed that an increase of the
PVA molecular weight favours the formation of hydrogels containing GO. GO contains various
oxygen functional groups (e.g. hydroxyl, epoxide and carbonyl groups) on their basal planes
and edges that assure the possibility to be dispersed in water and at the same time to be
involved in supramolecular architectures. In such systems, both polar non-covalent interac‐
tions and π–π interactions are possible [28, 29]. For PVA–GO systems, the FT-IR spectra
suggested that oxygen-containing groups on the GO surface possibly interact with the PVA
molecules through hydrogen bonding involving the C=O group from the surface of GO and
H–O bonds from PVA and water molecules.

Another example of hybrid material is represented by the composite chitosan/ZnO hydrogel,
which can be used as a component for production of bandages for wound dressing due to the
antibacterial action of ZnO and adhesion properties of chitosan [30]. FT-IR spectroscopy was
among the various techniques involved in characterization of such material. IR spectra proved
the interaction involving ZnO nanoparticles and chitosan through hydrogen bonding, which
determined the broadening of O–H at 3400 cm−1.

2.2. Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy also studies the vibrational energy of molecules, being a suitable method
to investigate the interactions that generate the hydrogel network and also hybrid hydrogel/
nanoparticles materials. Both IR and Raman methods provide fingerprints of a system,
although the information is complementary and selection rules are different. In the case of
Raman spectroscopy, a vibration is active if this causes a change in the polarizability of the
molecule [31]. An advantage of using Raman spectroscopy compared with IR spectroscopy in
studying hydrogels is the fact that Raman spectroscopy is insensitive to aqueous absorption
bands, while IR spectra are dominated by the broad water absorbance band. Among various
Raman techniques, surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is characterized by high
sensitivity [32]. Herein will be illustrated the suitability of Raman investigation on structural
organization or characterization of diffusion properties of solutes in hydrogels.

Raman measurements are useful in characterization of carbon materials like graphene or GO
that are incorporated in hydrogels. The oxidation state of graphene sheet incorporated in
hydrogel can be determined by the ratio of the Raman peaks of GO that appear at 1606 and
1341 cm−1. Zu and Han [33] obtained stabilized solutions of GO in the presence of Pluronic
block copolymers. These solutions in the presence of α-cyclodextrin led to formation of
hydrogels. The authors of this study exploited simultaneously the property of poly(ethylene
oxide) (PEO) chains to form pseudo-polyrotaxanes and the ability of Pluronic to disperse
graphene in aqueous solution to obtain a hybrid supramolecular gel. They proved that the
presence of GO favours the gelation process of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)/α-cyclodextrin
systems.
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The SERS method provides enhancement of a Raman signal arising from molecules adsorbed
on a metal surface in an aqueous medium. This method has a high sensitivity, permitting
detection of molecules in very dilute solutions [14, 16] and demonstrating the interactions
between different species. Thus, SERS is a method of choice for studying gel formation or
hybrid inorganic nanoparticles/hydrogel composites.

Miljanic and co-workers [14] investigated the self-assembly process of bis-(S-phenylalanine)
in the presence of silver or gold nanoparticles. SERS measurements probe the existence of
adsorbed gelator molecules on the nanoparticles entrapped in a gel. The authors found that
the presence of nanoparticles perturbs the common fibrous gel structure, but their presence
allows identification of intermolecular interactions responsible for gelation.

Ou-Yang and co-workers [32] obtained a PVA hydrogel decorated with silver nanoparticles
(Ag NPs), which were obtained in situ using β-cyclodextrin (β-CD) acting as a reducing agent
and a shape-control agent. This material was then tested as a facile SERS sensor for determining
sulphonamides. Uniform dispersion of Ag NPs in hydrogels assures reproducibility of
detection of this type of antibiotic, which has a weak affinity for nanoparticles in the absence
of β-CD.

The study of IR and Raman vibrations in the spectra of hydrogels resulting from cross-linking
of β-CD with a pyromellitic anhydride (PMA) in different ratios gave the possibility to explore
the structural changes in the polymer network during the hydration process. Rossi and co-
workers have studied intensively this type of nanosponge (NS) material, which can swell in
water. First, a gel network was obtained by a cross-linking process between β-CD and PMA
in anhydrous dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), followed by washing and drying to obtain a NS.
The hydrogel was obtained by adding the NS to water [34–37]. Deconvolution of the spectral
band arising from active vibrations either in IR or Raman demonstrated the type of interactions
between water confined in gel and the functional groups from the network. The formation of
hydrogen bonds was proved by comparing the spectra of hydrated networks with the
corresponding dry networks. The analysis of IR and Raman spectra allowed estimation of the
hydration level of the polymer network. Such analysis has an impact on the understanding of
the contribution of the interactions determining the formation and stabilization of a hydrogel,
which further allow a rational design of such systems.

Later, the same group of researchers used a combination of UV–Raman spectroscopy with IR
spectroscopy and offered an insight into the molecular mechanism related to the thermal
response of cyclodextrin-based hydrogels [34]. The results provided information on the degree
of H-bond association of water molecules entrapped in the gel network and the extent of
intermolecular interactions involving the hydrophobic/hydrophilic moieties of the polymer
matrix, which determine the pH-dependent thermal activation of hydrogels. The authors [24]
analysed the shift of the maximum of bands arising in the 1500–1800 cm−1 region corresponding
to stretching motions of the C=C bonds of the aromatic moiety of PMA, towards lower
wavenumber values. This effect was observed in the presence of Na2CO3, and it was explained
by the formation of intermolecular hydrogen bonds C–H•••O–H involving C–H from the
aromatic rings of PMA and O–H from water molecules.
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Equally, Raman spectroscopy can be a valuable tool in investigation of structural changes of
water and polymer networks during the dehydration process of a hydrogel. In a number of
papers, Ikeda-Fukazawa and co-workers [38] investigated the dehydration of poly(N,N-
dimethylacrylamide) (PDMAA), PVA [39] and polyacrylamide (PAA)-based hydrogels [40].
It is accepted that the water in hydrogels exists in three states, namely bound water, inter‐
mediate water and free water [41] and dehydration occurs in two stages, which implies
structural changes in the polymer network and water. In the case of dehydration of PDMAA,
the free water is evaporated in the first stage, while in the second stage, the intermediate and
bound water to gel fibres evaporates [38]. The evolution of the dehydration process can be
followed by changes in the vibrational bands corresponding to H–O and C=O bonds of the
polymer, but also following the peaks corresponding to water molecules involved in various
types of hydrogen bonding. The authors found that the polymer network shrinks with water
evaporation and at the end in the gel the residual water forms a tetragonal structure [28].
Similar behaviour on dehydration has been noticed for all polymeric systems [38–40].

Diffusion characteristics in polymer hydrogels are relevant for possible applications in drug
delivery and controlled release because this can predict the release rates and the transport
properties. Raman spectroscopy is a method of choice to estimate such parameters. For
instance, Kwak and Lafleur [42] measured the mutual diffusion coefficients of poly(ethylene
glycol)s with different sizes in Ca-alginate gels, analysing the intensity of the C–H stretching
band as a parameter to estimate the concentration of solute in gel.

The number of studies regarding the applications of hydrogels in regenerative medicine is
continuing to grow due to various synthetic routes and the possibility to investigate the final
materials through various physicochemical methods. Among them, Raman spectroscopy is a
suitable method for investigating the cross-link type and cross-linking density as well as
conformation changes of polymers under various stimuli in a gel network. Moreover, this
method has the advantage of hydrogels monitoring in cell cultures [31].

2.3. Fluorescence spectroscopy

Fluorescence spectroscopy can be used in characterizing gel systems that contain fluorophore
species or moieties capable of absorbing energy allowing excitation from its ground electronic
state to one of the vibrational states in an excited electronic state. Then, the excited state of the
fluorophore reaches the lowest vibrational level of the excited state (singlet). This process
involves conformational changes and interaction with the microenvironment. The third step
involves transition from an excited electronic state to the ground electronic state and is
accompanied by a photon emission characterized by a lower energy than that corresponding
to the excitation photon.

To monitor the properties of gel formation using fluorescence methods, the presence of
fluorescent moieties in the system is required. An impressive number of studies regarding
investigation on gel systems that involve fluorescent methods have been reported. In most
cases, fluorescence measurements are performed to demonstrate the application of gel
materials as sorbents or as drug delivery agents, but can highlight as well the dynamics of
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molecules inside the gel. To demonstrate the suitability of fluorescence spectroscopy in
characterizing different aspects of gel systems, several examples are mentioned in this review.

Attachment of a fluorophore to polymeric hydrogels can find potential application in the
detection and removal of toxic cations such as Cd2+, Cu2+, Pb2+ and Hg2+. Chitosan has been
proved to be a good absorbent for Hg2+, and at the same time, this natural polysaccharide can
be easily functionalized. Geng et al. [6] described the synthesis of a fluorescent three-dimen‐
sional chitosan-based hydrogel via cross-linking with glutaric aldehyde. This new hydrogel
has been tested as a solid-phase fluorescent probe for the detection of Hg2+ in water. This cation
determines the fluorescence quenching, and in the case of the chitosan-based hydrogel a
remarkable selectivity and sensitivity determination of Hg2+ compared with other systems was
noticed. The detection limit achieved with this material was 0.9 nM, a value at least one order
of magnitude lower than with other fluorescent dye molecules.

An interesting example is represented by the study by Fraix and co-workers [43] reporting the
formation of a supramolecular hydrogel based on assembly of four components: two poly‐
meric structures—poly(β-CD) polymer and a hydrophobically modified dextran by attaching
lauryl chains—a commercial zinc phthalocyanine and a tailored nitric oxide photodonor. The
gel network resulted by inclusion complexes formed between cyclodextrin units and lauryl
chains. The photoactive components were also held in the gel through host–guest interaction
with the cyclodextrin cavity, this type of interaction avoiding their aggregation, which usually
results in inactivation of photodynamic properties. Steady-state and time-resolved fluores‐
cence methods showed that the photoactive components do not interfere when they are
enclosed in a hydrogel assuring their simultaneous operation under the light stimuli. The Zn
phthalocyanine complex is a well-known red photo emitter and an effective 1O2 photogener‐
ator [44]. The structure of the other component, which generates NO under the light action, is
a derivative of nitroaniline and a 4-amino-7-nitrobenzofurazan (known for its emission in the
green region) [45]. The system described assures simultaneous generation of active species
with therapeutic properties.

A similar example of hydrogel incorporating photoporphyrin units formed in this case by
chemical cross-linking between a PEG-derivative porphyrin and sodium alginate has been
reported by Dong et al. [46]. The system has been characterized by various methods: rheolog‐
ical analysis, thermogravimetric analysis and UV–visible and fluorescence spectrophotometry.
This hydrogel with porphyrin as a sensing unit has been prepared giving biocompatibility of
alginate and recognized bio-applications of porphyrin and tested for fluorescent imaging. The
alginate acted as a spacer for the porphyrin units, preventing aggregation and preserving the
fluorescent properties, which assure the tracking of hydrogel within organisms. Multispectral
fluorescence imaging for drug delivery from the hydrogel shows high yields and excellent
biocompatibilities have been demonstrated using doxorubicin, a fluorescent drug. The
photoporphyrin and the drug used have different spectra, this technique offering the possi‐
bility of simultaneous tracking of two (or, in extension, more) probes.

Montalti and co-workers [47] demonstrated the organization of gel fibres in a supramolecular
gel formed by assembly of 1,3,5-cyclohexyltricarboxamide-based gelator comprising two
hydrophilic moieties and one hydrophobic substituent containing a naphthalene group, which
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represents the fluorophore. This has been possible by analysing the energy transfer from the
fluorescent supramolecular hydrogel to a hosted fluorophore. The organization of gelator
molecules through naphthalene π–π stacking interactions has been demonstrated by intro‐
duction in the gel system of a fluorescent probe with similar structure, propyldansylamide,
characterized by sensitivity to the polarity of the microenvironment. In general, the formation
of one-dimensional assemblies of gelator represents a recognition process, but the possibility
to insert probes with similar structures cannot be excluded. In this case, the dansyl derivative
could be inferred in the gel fibres. Analysis of the fluorescence spectrum of dansyl derivative,
excited state life-time measurements, steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy
measurements demonstrated the partition of the dansyl probe between the water environment
and gel fibres. The measurements revealed a strong immobilization of the dansyl moiety in
gel fibres. The authors also demonstrated that the percentage of photon transfer absorbed by
the gelator through the dansyl probe depends on the ratio between the species; a higher
concentration of probe increases the percentage. This system can be of particular interest in
the field of technology and solar energy conversion.

2.4. Circular dichroism

Circular dichroism spectroscopy represents a valuable tool for investigating the assembly of
gelators that include chiral centres in their structures [48, 49]. Circular dichroism (CD) refers
to the differential absorption of left and right circularly polarized light by chiral molecules and
is usually expressed as the ellipticity of the transmitted light [48]. In the case of achiral
molecules, both polarized rays are equally absorbed and the result is a ‘zero’ spectrum.
Formation of gel networks, in general, and hydrogel in particular, can be explored by CD
spectroscopy in the cases of assemblies resulting from organization of chiral biomacromole‐
cules, such as proteins or incorporating DNA, polypeptides or chiral LMWGs. A CD signal is
observed where the molecules exhibit absorbing UV bands. In many cases, the CD band of
chiral molecules is weak, but assembly in nanofibers often is translated into an increase of CD
ellipticity [11, 50]. The possibility of recording CD spectra at variable temperature is useful to
demonstrate the transition from sol phase to assemblies at the nanoscale level. CD measure‐
ments can be extended to the IR region [49], but in this case, there are only a limited number
of studies compared with UV-CD. This new technique can provide information on the
structural fragments of molecules involved in realization of gel networks, as in the case of self-
assembled peptide [50], chiral bis-urea gelators [7] or guanosine-5′-hydrazide [51].

The vast number of studies on formation of gels through self-assembly of LMWGs stressed
the observation that the presence of a chiral centre favours assembly into a gel network. In
many cases, the urea unit appears in the structure of potential LMWG due to unidirectionality
of the non-covalent interactions assuring formation of gel fibres and the ability to form
hydrogen bonding. Rodriguez-Llansola et al. [7] reported studies on a self-assembly process
of bis-urea molecules bearing aromatic hydrophobic moieties that allow π–π stacking ar‐
rangements and chiral centres. They found that similar compounds without the chiral centres
do not form gels. The molecular solutions of a chiral molecule either in the R or S enantiomer
did not exhibit the dichroic band. Once the gel was formed, the CD spectra showed the positive
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and negative dichroic bands for the R and S enantiomers, respectively. Surprisingly, the
presence of an achiral molecule with similar structure added to a solution of a chiral gelator
results in a gradual increase of chiral bands attributed to assemblies of R enantiomer up to a
certain concentration, while a further increase produces precipitation of the mixture and
disappearance of the CD bands.

CD measurements can demonstrate the preservation of the natural state of proteins encapsu‐
lated in some hydrogels. For instance, Song et al. [52] reported that the formation of hydroge‐
lator resulting from self-assembly of amylopectin grafted with lauryl chains. Bovine serum
albumin (BSA) can be entrapped in this hydrogel without affecting its secondary structure.
Moreover, recording the CD spectra at different temperatures, it was observed that the BSA is
protected in the gel against thermal denaturation.

Polypeptides are often used as building blocks in hydrogelator structure. These fragments
exhibit CD bands depending on the chirality of the amino acid used and analyses of the CD
spectra can monitor changes in the secondary structure of polypeptide induced by the
formation of various self-assemblies. For example, poly(L-alanine) grafted to PEG with
different chain lengths changes its β-sheet structure observed in water to α-helical structure
in gel fibres. The change depends gradually on the PEG chain length. This effect of PEG in
peptide assembly results in a steric hindrance of polypeptide packing side-by-side character‐
istic of the β-sheet, favouring α-helix assembly [53].

CD measurements offer useful information on the assembly of hydrogelators with a common
backbone highlighting the differences induced by specific groups. Vilaca et al. [54] character‐
ized by various methods the dipeptide-type hydrogelators containing tryptophan N-capped
with the non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug naproxen and C-terminal dehydroamino acids,
dehydrophenylalanine (ΔPhe), dehydroaminobutyric acid and dehydroalanine (ΔAla). The
assembly into gel fibres of these gelators is assured by the capacity to generate hydrogen
bonding, hydrophobic and aromatic π–π interactions. CD measurements revealed that
assembly is similar for these gelators, all spectra exhibiting a broad positive cotton effect,
assigned to the π–π* short-axis polarized transitions of naphthalene (with maximum around
287 nm). The presence of positive and negative bands at 219 and 233 nm, respectively, suggests
left-handed helical naphthalene arrangements through chiral stacking.

There is a trend to use chirality to tune the self-assembly, which determines later the applica‐
tions of the resulting gels in the biomedical area [55, 56]. Many chiral hydrogels result by self-
assembly of biomolecules, such as amino acids, peptides, cholesterol and saccharides [57–61],
and they have potential applications, which include chiral adsorption and release and chiral
catalysis [57, 62–64]. For example, hydrogels obtained by free-radical co-polymerization using
N-acryloyl-L-alanine as chiral hydrophilic monomer and octadecyl acrylate as hydrophobic
monomer are pH sensitive and exhibit enantio-differentiating release ability to chiral drugs
such as ibuprofen [57]. This aspect is logical knowing that many biological processes are
defined as chiral-recognition types. Marchesan et al. [55] obtained a series of eight tripeptides
with the sequence Phe–Phe–Val having a combination of D and L enantiomers of amino acids.
The authors investigated in what manner the self-assembly is influenced by the chirality of
gelator and found that chirality of the CD signal is determined by the chirality of the central
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amino acid. The peptides exhibit either a positive maximum or a negative minimum in the
region 225–235 nm due to π–π stacking of phenylalanine with either L or D chirality, respec‐
tively.

Ma and co-workers [65] obtained new pentapeptides bearing aromatic fluorophore units
(fluorenyl, pyrenyl or naphthyl groups) as potential hydrogelators and characterized the
systems using CD and fluorescence spectroscopy combined with electron microscopy and
rheological measurements. In the absence of these fluorescent aromatic units, they did not
observe formation of a gel. Introducing proline in the peptide sequence, it was possible to
control the supramolecular assembly avoiding β-sheet arrangements [66]. This has been
proven by CD measurements, which demonstrated formation of α-helix assemblies.

CD measurements can also monitor the transition that occurs in the assembly of a peptide
amphiphile solution induced by the presence of salt additive on supramolecular assembly. It
was considered that the salt facilitated the α-helix to β-sheet transition and induced gelation
in amphiphilic peptide due to the electrostatic screening effect [67].

Huang et al. [68] investigated the thermohydrogelation of PEG and an oligo(tyrosine) block
copolymers with various PEG and tyrosine (Tyr) chain lengths. These copolymers self-
assemble due to β-sheet organization of Tyr blocks and gradual dehydration of PEG by
increasing temperature favouring entanglement of the PEG chains. The β-sheet conformation
adopted in the hydrogel state has been proven by CD spectra, which exhibit an increased
negative band at temperatures corresponding to the gel state [68].

A library of naphthalene–dipeptide hydrogelators has been investigated by CD, X-ray and
electron microscopy to demonstrate structural aspects that govern the assembly in gel fibres
[69]. The CD spectra demonstrated that fibres are the result of the π–π stacking of the naph‐
thalene moieties as they exhibit bands corresponding to exciton couplets of the naphthalene
groups. At the same time, the sign of the naphthalene exciton is determined by the dipeptide
chiral properties, indicating that the handedness of the chiral arrangements in the fibres is
directed by the dipeptide chain.

These few examples chosen from the very broad types of studies demonstrate that CD
spectroscopy complements the electron microscopy methods, offering valuable information
on the gel organization.

2.5. Estimation of mesh-size distribution by pulsed-field gradient NMR spectroscopy

Mesh size (Figure 1) of a hydrogel or correlation length, ξ, represents the average distance
between consecutive cross-links [70]. Mesh-size distribution of a hydrogel is a characteristic
relevant for the ability of the entrapped species (ions, drugs and biomolecules) to diffuse
through the gel network [71, 72].

This parameter indicates the maximum size of solutes that can pass through the gel network.
To characterize the mesh size of hydrogels, different methods can be used that rationally offer
an average value [70, 73]. Methods such as solute exclusion, mercury porosimetry, nitrogen
adsorption/capillary condensation and microscopy were used in the beginning [74]. Solute
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exclusion is a method suitable to estimate the mesh size of polymeric networks that was
introduced more than 50 years ago to investigate the penetration of polymer molecules in
cellulose fibres [75]. The methods can be applied for wet samples. The other three methods
mentioned above require dry samples of polymeric structures. The drying process can induce
changes in network organization and distances between fibres. Other methods that can be
applied to determine the mesh size for both polymeric and supramolecular hydrogels are
based on determination of diffusivity of probes that have no specific interaction with gel fibres.
Pulsed-field gradient NMR (PFG-NMR) is one of the methods based on investigation of the
chaotic motion of molecules determined by molecular collisions. This method allows estima‐
tion of the average pore size in a hydrogel network from the ratio of the diffusion coefficient
of the probe molecules in the gel network (D), to their diffusion coefficient in the solvent (D0)
[75, 76].

Matsukawa [77] analysed in a review article the diffusional behaviour of molecular probes in
polymer networks. Two parameters, the spin–lattice relaxation time and spin–spin relaxation
time, reflect the solvent and polymeric probes’ behaviours in the gel network. The strength of
the field gradient has to be chosen as a function of diffusion coefficient. Thus, for molecules
with a diffusion coefficient of the order of 10–5 cm2 s−1 the strength of the field gradient is about
100 G cm−1. A larger magnetic field gradient, increased up to 2000 G cm−1, is necessary for
probes with small diffusional coefficients. The scheme for pulsed-field gradient pulse sequence
for measuring the diffusion coefficient D is represented in Figure 2:

Figure 2. Pulsed field gradient NMR sequence for determination of diffusion coefficient.

The diffusion coefficient is extracted from Eq. (1):

( ) ( ) ( )/ 0  – 2) 2 2 – / 3 ,ln A A g Dd g d dé ùë û = D (1)

in which A(δ) and A(0) are echo signal intensities at 2τ with and without the magnetic field
gradient pulse of length δ, respectively, τ is the pulse interval, γ the gyromagnetic ratio of the
proton, g the field gradient strength, D the self-diffusion coefficient and ∆ the gradient pulse
interval [77, 78]. The diffusion coefficient is related to the hydrodynamic radius of the probe.
Usually, NMR gives values of the hydrodynamic size, which is larger than the pore size of the
network estimated from thermoporometry. Scherer estimated a relation between the values
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provided by NMR and thermoporometry [79]. Estimation of the differences provided by
different methods is relevant for studies aiming to predict whether the network is capable of
encapsulation of large molecules.

Using this method, Matsukawa et al. [77, 78] analysed the diffusion behaviour in various
polymeric networks such as polypeptide gels, starch gel, gellan gum gels, polyacrylamide gel
or swollen polyisoprene.

Pescosolido and co-workers [72] investigated the properties of interpenetrating polymer
network hydrogels based on calcium alginate and a dextran methacrylate derivative, due
attention being given to determination of mesh size. The authors found significantly different
values for pore size provided by the two methods used in their study: 44.5 nm from cryopor‐
ometry and 22.5 nm from low-field NMR (using a pulse sequence). The differences have been
explained by the effect of water solidification, which occurs in the cryoporometry measure‐
ment. Release experiments of a model protein (myoglobin) from the interpenetrating polymer
alginate/dextran methacrylate network hydrogel confirmed the value for pore size provided
by NMR experiments.

Another example of application of the PFG-NMR technique refers to the microstructural
analysis of the calcium alginate gels resulting from introducing CaCO3 as an insoluble salt,
which is dissolved gradually upon acidification [80]. In the presence of glucono-δ-lactone
(GDL) as a proton donor, the calcium salt is dissolved. To tailor the microstructural properties
of the gel, the ratio between alginate, Ca2+ and the co-solvent methanol were varied. Hydro‐
philic dendrimers with PEG surface groups have been used as probes. Image analysis of
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs has revealed that the strand radii are in
a narrow range of 2–2.3 nm and are not influenced by Ca2+ concentration or the presence of
methanol. Dendrimer diffusion into these gels studied by PFG-NMR provided, as expected,
larger values for hydrodynamic radii, and demonstrated that the presence of methanol affects
the diffusion of the dendrimers into the gel networks. Walther et al. [81] studied the self-
diffusion of PEG into K-carrageenan gels with different microstructures tailored by adding
potassium or sodium chloride using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) diffusometry and
TEM. As expected, small voids observed in the case of potassium-induced gels reduced
diffusion coefficients and gave a strong dependence of the self-diffusion coefficient, while in
the case of sodium-induced gelation, the voids increase and the ratio D/D0 is close to 1.

Using PFG-NMR spectroscopy, Wallace et al. [82] determined the network’s mesh size in a
supramolecular hydrogel formed upon addition of Ca2+ to solutions of naphthalene dipheny‐
lalanine (2FF). A series of dextran probes with molecular weights in the range 6–2000 kDa and
hydrodynamic diameters in the range 2–60 nm was used. These probes are soluble in water
and have no specific interaction with naphthalene diphenylalanine.

The models applied in analysing the variation of the decrease in the diffusion coefficients
relative to those measured in dilute solutions suggested a value of mesh size for supramolec‐
ular hydrogel of approximately 40 nm. It was found that probes with hydrodynamic diameter
<40 nm move freely through the network, while a dextran probe with molecular weight 2000
kDa has a restricted diffusion.
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Jowkarderis and Van de Ven [83] prepared a hydrogel by cross-linking of cellulose nanofibrils
with diamines, and mesh-size analysis was performed by solute exclusion and PFG-NMR
spectroscopy using dextran-type probes. Diffusion coefficients have been determined both in
hydrogels (D) and in dilute solutions of dextrans (D0). The pore sizes of the hydrogel network
were determined by analyses of the ratio D/D0. It was found in this case that the average mesh
size was around 15 nm. They also found a group of large pores accessible to all dextran probes.

The spectroscopic methods referred to above are well recognized in studying the complex and
diverse hydrogel systems. Compared with these, EPR spectroscopy is a less-used method.
Therefore, the next part of this review is dedicated to general aspects of EPR spectroscopy and
will summarize the applicability of this method in studying formation and properties of
hydrogels.

2.6. EPR spectroscopy

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is a spectroscopic technique that detects transitions
induced by electromagnetic radiation between the energy levels of electron spins, in the
presence of a static magnetic field. EPR spectral features (e.g. resonance frequencies, splitting,
line shapes and line widths) are sensitive to the electron distribution, molecular orientation,
molecular motion and the local environment. Numerous books and review articles cover the
theoretical and experimental EPR methods, targeting various fields of applications: materials
and polymer sciences, physical chemistry, biochemistry and medicine, catalysis, environmen‐
tal sciences, radiation dosimetry and geological dating [84–90]. In this section, the application
of X-band spectroscopy in providing structural and dynamics (in the time range of 10−10–10−7

s) information on the hydrogels will be mentioned.

Hydrogels are usually EPR-silent systems, therefore, to have access to the type of information
that EPR spectroscopy can provide, it is necessary to introduce paramagnetic reporters, spin
labels and probes. Spin probes are stable free radicals or in some cases paramagnetic transition
metal ions introduced in the system of interest, while spin labels are stable radicals covalently
bound to a constituent of the studied system. Spin labelling involves modification of the system
or material studied by introducing a new moiety (with a paramagnetic property) [84–88].

The most widely used spin probes or labels are nitroxides, which are stable paramagnetic
molecules with a paramagnetic N–O• fragment bearing an unpaired electron. This fragment
is surrounded by shielding substituents (usually methyl groups) [84]. Nitroxides have the
advantage that by varying their chemical structure, the paramagnetic properties do not suffer
significant changes. TEMPO- and PROXYL-type nitroxides (Figure 3) are commercially
available, offering the possibility to be covalently attached to other molecules of interest
through reactive groups R (carboxy, amino, oxo and hydroxy). Depending on the system
analysed and the information needed to be obtained, they can be used directly as spin probes
or labels.
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Figure 3. Structures of the most common classes of nitroxide spin probes and labels. (a) TEMPO-type nitroxides, (b)
PROXYL-type nitroxides.

The EPR parameters of nitroxides, the rotational correlation time and nitrogen hyperfine
splitting constant (aN), are usually correlated with the properties of the microenvironment
sensed by the paramagnetic probes, like local viscosity or polarity. Although the information
provided by EPR spectroscopy is local and not global as in the case of CD, IR or Raman
spectroscopy, these can be further correlated with macroscopic properties of a system, in
particular, a hydrogel. Sol-to-gel transition can be easily demonstrated involving methods
providing global information on the system (vide supra), but the macroscopic observed
changes are the result of reorganization at microscopic or nanoscopic levels. Thus, a method-
like EPR spectroscopy can be used to demonstrate such a transformation.

Compared with other spectroscopic techniques, EPR spectroscopy has been very rarely used
for studying gel properties and dynamic aspects of these systems. The sol-to-gel transition can
be demonstrated in particular cases by other spectroscopic methods, such as CD if the gelators
are chiral or assembly induces a chiral conformation, vibrational spectroscopy, following
vibrational band intensities of groups involved in the assembly process generating the gel
network. For dynamic studies, EPR spectroscopy can be used only if such changes take place
in the range of 10−6–10−9 s. However, a hydrogel represents a complex system and a good
strategy for such investigation needs to involve different techniques. The literature indicates
hundreds or thousands of studies involving the spectroscopic methods described above, while
the number of EPR spectroscopy studies is very small. Most of the EPR studies reported in the
literature regard polymeric gels [89, 91, 92]. For instance, the EPR spectroscopy with its spin
probe method had been proved a valuable method for studying thermoresponsive systems
and in particular thermoresponsive hydrogels. Using an appropriate spin probe, it is possible
to demonstrate the inhomogeneities inside a gel system [89, 93–95]. EPR spectroscopy and EPR
imaging were used to study the translational diffusion process of spin probes in PVA hydro‐
gels, with vast applications in biotechnological field, to get information on the polymer
dynamics. The diffusion of 4-N-butylamino-TEMPO and 4-amino-TEMPO (4-NH2T) in PVA
hydrogel and in polymeric blends of PVA with other polymers has been determined as a
function of various parameters: molecular weight and concentration of polymer [91].

Natural polysaccharides are often part of hydrogel networks and the literature indicates a
number of EPR studies in studying the hydrogels resulting from assembly of polysaccharides.
A series of EPR studies has been reported on investigation of polysaccharide hydrogels
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resulting from complexation of polymeric chains with various cations or dynamics of synthetic
spin probes in polysaccharide hydrogels [92, 96–101].

Alginate or pectin form hydrogels in the presence of numerous divalent cations, most of them
being paramagnetic. Kajsheva [92] analysed the EPR spectra of metals in alginates and
pectinates to get information about the configuration of the corresponding complexes with
Cr(III), Cu(II), Ni(II), Mn(II) and Co(II).

EPR spectroscopy has been applied to study the binding of paramagnetic metal ions to
extracellular polysaccharide surfaces produced by cyanobacteria Anabaena spiroides [98]. The
results underline the potential application of this complexation process in water purification.
Kanesaka and co-workers [100] investigated the effect of Cu2+ on gelation of gellan solution
using EPR, CD and viscoelasticity measurements. The CD and EPR experiments revealed
valuable information regarding the sol-to-gel transition of gellan in the presence of this cation,
which can be considered as a two-step process. In the first phase Cu2+ binds to the gellan chain
determining a coil-to-helix transition. In the second stage, the hydrogen bonds formed between
gellan chains determined a further coil–helix transition.

Kempe [96] used spin-labelled insulin as a spin probe to analyse its behaviour in chitosan/
glycerol-2-phosphate (beta-GP) gel in terms of dynamics and pH sensitivity. In addition, the
release of this drug from the chitosan gel has been monitored. Bertholon and co-workers [97]
prepared a series of spin-labelled polysaccharides (dextran, dextran sulfate or chitosan), which
were incorporated into poly(isobutylcyanacrylate) nanoparticles aiming to study mobility of
the nanoparticle surface groups. The EPR spectra showed a two-component feature, the ratio
between them depending on the ability of polysaccharide to fold on the nanoparticle surface.
Numerous cations of transitional metals are paramagnetic and form complexes with various
starches. Such complexes were investigated by EPR [99].

The formation of alginate gel in the presence of different divalent cations has been investigated
by EPR spectroscopy using spin-labelled alginate (ALG-L) obtained by reaction of alginate

Figure 4. The EPR spectra of 4-NH2-T-ALG-L in: Zn2+/alginic acid gel (a), alginic acid/Zn2+/EDTA mixture (b), Ba2+/
alginic acid gel (c), alginic acid/Ba2+/EDTA mixture (d), Ca2+/alginic acid gel (e), alginic acid/Ca2+/EDTA mixture (repro‐
duced from [90]).
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with amino-TEMPO [101]. Sol-to-gel transition induced by the presence of dications was
demonstrated by change of EPR features of spin-labelled alginate reflecting different dynam‐
ics. Thus, in the presence of dications (Ca2+, Zn2+ and Ba2+) spin-labelled alginate became
immobilized (Figure 4, spectra a, c and e). It was noticed that the distance between the outer
lines in the EPR spectra of complexes can be correlated with the strength of the gel.

The complexes of divalent cations are dissolved in the presence of a stronger ligand for cations,
like EDTA. This is expressed in the EPR spectra by the change in the dynamics of spin-labelled
alginate, which became more mobile (Figure 4, spectra b, d and f).

Diffusion experiments revealed that both the cation and alginate polyanion in the gel fibres
can exchange with cations and molecules, respectively, in solution [101].

As EPR spectroscopy is sensitive to environmental changes around a paramagnetic probe and
its dynamics, Ionita and co-workers investigated by EPR spectroscopy the synthesis [102] and
properties [103] of covalent hydrogels that resulted via cross-linking of diisocyanate-termi‐
nated PEG with β-CD [104, 105]. In fact, these hydrogels were obtained by replacing the
reaction solvent (anhydrous DMF) with water. The synthesis has been monitored following
the dynamics of various spin probes (like commercially available TEMPO derivatives or
synthesized spin probes: spin-labelled cyclodextrins [106, 107], spin-labelled oligo(ethylene
glycol)s [108]). Spin-labelled cyclodextrins (SL-CD) introduced in the reactions showed
progressive immobilization as the gel network was formed (Figure 5).

Figure 5. EPR spectra of SL-CD: (a) in DMF, initial solution, (b) during gel formation in DMF, (c) after gel formation in
DMF and (d) after replacing the DMF form gel network with water (reproduced from [102]).

Using both spin probes and spin-labelling methods, it was possible to explore by EPR
spectroscopy the changes in the gel network as a function of temperature, solvent, polymer
chain length and initial ratio between reactants [103].

The EPR spectra of spin-labelled PEG/β-CD gels are dominated by two components, showing
strongly immobilized and relatively mobile spin labels (Figure 6). These components were
assigned to two different positions occupied by the β-CD units in the network. The immobi‐
lized component is associated with the β-CD units located at the cross-linking points of the gel
network, while the mobile component corresponds to the spin labels at the ends of the PEG
chains. Figure 6 shows EPR spectra of spin-labelled gels with different PEG/β-CD ratios and
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different PEG chain lengths at 293 K. These demonstrate that mobility of spin labels attached
to cyclodextrins representing the cross-links in the hydrogel network is due to the flexibility
of PEG chains connecting the spin label to the β-CD. In this sense, longer PEG chains determine
higher mobility.

Figure 6. EPR spectra of spin-labelled gels PEG900/β-CD and PEG2000/β-CD recorded at 293 K in water (reproduced
from [92]).

Hydrogels can encapsulate in the solvent pools various species as long as their size is smaller
than the mesh size of the network. In this particular case of chemical hydrogel resulting from
reaction of β-CD with PEG, the ability of cyclodextrin to act as a host for hydrophobic
compounds enhanced the encapsulation properties of the hydrogel. To probe the host
properties of the β-CD groups in the gel, a spin probe with high affinity for β-CD was used
adamantane–TEMPO (AT) 92. Diffusion into PEG/glycerol (glycerol replacing β-CD) and
PEG900/β-CD gels of this spin probe was followed using water or dichloromethane as solvents
(Figure 7). In the case of PEG900/glycerol gel, the EPR spectra of AT (Figure 7, spectrum A)
showed only one rapidly tumbling component consistent with the spin label dissolved in the
solvent pool. The same feature of EPR spectra was observed for the PEG900/β-CD gel, when
DCM was used as a solvent. This behaviour is normal as host–guest interactions of cyclodextrin
are demonstrated in water solutions. However, when AT was uploaded into the PEG900/β-

Figure 7. EPR spectra of AT in PEG900/β-CD gel in DCM (A); PEG/glycerol gel in DCM (B); PEG/glycerol gel in water
(C); PEG900/β-CD gel in water (D), and PEG900/β-CD gel in water in the presence of a large excess of amino-adaman‐
tane (E) (reproduced from [92]).
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CD hydrogel (Figure 7, spectrum D), the EPR spectrum showed two components, a rapidly
tumbling AT situated in water pools of the gel network and a slowly tumbling AT complexed
with the β-CD units at the cross-linking points of the gel network.

Complexation of AT to the β-CD cavity was further confirmed by a competition experiment
with 1-adamantylamine. The sample of PEG900/β-CD gel loaded with AT was placed in a
10−1 M solution of 1-adamantylamine. The EPR solution spectra recorded after equilibrium was
reached indicated that AT had partially diffused from the gel to the solution. The EPR spectra
of the gel (Figure 7, spectrum E) showed that the rapidly tumbling component became
dominant. This is a consequence of the replacement of AT from the β-CD cavities inside the
gel structure by 1-adamantylamine. This result proves that the β-CD cavities in the gel retain
their host–guest properties. Analyses of the EPR spectra of the TEMPO spin probe corre‐
sponding to frozen hydrogel samples showed that gel fibres prevent ice formation.

Few EPR studies reported in the literature regard the supramolecular gels resulting from
assembly of LMWG [109–112]. One explanation is probably that the self-assembly process
represents a reorganization and thus selective process and insertion of a different molecule in
the fibrillar assembly is, in general, less probable. Some studies involving EPR measurements
in studying formation of supramolecular hydrogels through assembly LMWG have appeared
recently.

Takemoto et al. [110] reported the synthesis of an amphiphilic optically active compound that
contains a paramagnetic (2S,5S)-2,5-dimethyl-2,5-diphenylpyrrolidine-N-oxyl radical fixed in
the inner position with a hydrophobic long chain and a hydrophilic R-alanine residue in the
opposite terminal position. They found that this compound acted as a LMWG in water,
resulting in a spin-labelled hydrogel. From the variable temperature EPR spectra recorded, it
was possible to determine the gel-to-sol transition temperature by analysing the EPR spectral
line-width of the central line from peak-to-peak (Hpp). This parameter increased at the sol-to-
gel transition due to spin–spin interactions and decreased in the heating run. This study
demonstrated the suitability of EPR measurements in evaluation of the temperature for the
sol-to-gel transition, which depends on various factors such as gelator structure or solvent
nature.

Hydrogelation of three isomers of carboxy-dibenzylidene sorbitol induced by lowering the pH
from 13 to 4 has been investigated by rheological measurements, SEM and EPR spectroscopy.
Introducing in the system the corresponding spin-labelled carboxy-dibenzylidene sorbitol, it
was concluded that these are not included in the gel fibres, as gelation was not accompanied
by a change in the probe’s dynamics. Surprisingly, in the case of the spin probe 5-doxyl stearic
acid, its aggregation was noticed once the gel was formed from water solution. The behaviour
of spin probes in gel systems depends on the solvent used. Thus, it was observed that the spin
probe 5-doxyl stearic acid is entrapped in the gel fibres when the solvent composition water/
DMSO was 1:1 (v/v) [111].

These few examples presented above demonstrate that EPR spectroscopy is a valuable tool for
characterizing hydrogel properties, which can accompany other ‘classical’ well-established
physicochemical methods for investigating complex hydrogel systems.
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3. Conclusion

In summary, the aim of the review was to demonstrate the usefulness of different spectroscopic
techniques in physical characterization of the complex systems represented by hydrogels. The
results of these investigations orient each material towards a specific application. Nowadays,
there is a trend in development of multifunctional nanocomposites based on different types
of hydrogels acting as a matrix for various nanomaterials. Various physicochemical methods,
including those presented in the review, can be used to characterize new materials. Only a
limited number of spectroscopic techniques have been considered, most of them being
classically considered for characterization of hydrogels. Some of them provide global infor‐
mation on the hydrogel system (vibrational spectroscopy, circular dichroism and PFG-NMR
spectroscopy), others provide local information, like fluorescence or EPR spectroscopy.
Although less involved in characterization of hydrogels, EPR spectroscopy can bring an
important contribution not only in demonstrating the heterogeneity of hydrogel-based
materials by using spin-labelling and spin-probe methods mentioned here, but also to monitor
radical processes taking place in hydrogels. The choice of spectroscopic methods that can be
combined with microscopic and rheological methods depends on structural characteristics of
the investigated hydrogels.
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